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About This Game

Crowds of blood-thirsty monsters, crawling from every corner of the secret research base. Gloomy basements and modern labs,
darkness changing into blazing bulbs. The only usual thing is: you're in a bad place alone, and there's no one to help you!

  An improved version of a cult 2003 game which won hearts of the huge army of players worldwide. Complete game missions,
earning more and more cash for weapons and inventory, use stationary weapons in the hottest places, eliminate monster

spawning places with dynamite and increase your firepower with implants and drones.
  You've saved our poor little planet so many times... but the real hero never stops!

  Go ahead, great deeds are waiting for you!

About 1,000 monsters on each map, showing up to 100 monsters simultaneously on one playing screen

3 game modes: Campaign, Survive and Gun Stand

Full-on-action male or female character

Character upgrade facility

9 weapons of mass destruction

Red or Green blood selection
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Highly imaginative selection of enemies

Reactive music which helps to drive the action

Useful gadgets - flash lights, medkits, battle drones
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This is probably one of my favorite next gen fps game. The graphics / 1080p are crisp and the gameplay is just so unique and
leaves you wanting more. I would recommend this game to any of those hardcore fps gamers out there who play games like
CS:GO and COD

Pros:

- Realistic Gameplay
- Next gen graphics
- An exhilarating storyline
- pew pew

Cons:

- There are none, this is probably the best pew pew fps games I've ever played. If you love Raiden, you will love this. These
were my favorite arcade games as a kid. I could spend all day playing these and Pac-Man.

It is a fast paced shooter, with 3 forms of attacking. Lightning lasers for enemies under you, bullets for enemies ahead of you,
and a powerful laser attack that deals a ton of damage and can destroy 99% enemy attacks, so use that wisely, it runs out
quickly.

It is about a 30 minute gameplay, faster if you can do it on 1 credit.

10\/10 Runs well, plays smooth, and fun and challenging.. Does anybody has the same problem? I have no sound in game... only
rain and thunderstrikes.... this game I give 10 out of 10 becaues it fun i want a redux of all 2 game or a new game it fun. Most
boring and bland game ive played in a long time... would refund again 3/10. You know a game is good when there's yuri in it ( ͡͡ಠ
͜ ʖ ͡ಠ). Loved this game. A lot like Narcosis but longer. Play it or miss out on a classic.
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Good Game play with plenty of details. Cant wait for updates to make it even better than it already is. Definently great value for
money.. Some of the levels in this game are insanely long and require precise timing and luck.. not quite a puzzle game. Very
unbalanced. Seems almost impossible to get past the first few levels.. I just don't see the appeal at all with this game.. its a fun
short speed orianted game but there are a few problems

you can start the level when the screen is white this makes the speed element not as important(im not sure if its a feature
because i felt some of the levels i barely made even when i moved when the screen was white

On the glue lvls when going over ledges on to another glue platform u can get stuck because u cant get under the
platform

the teleporters on the lvls go on sort of a timer and u can be teleported by getting close while lining up a jump

other than those previous minor problems it was challenging but not frustrating

9/10. good mechanichs on the gameplay!. bringing soduko back. Decent story mode nothing speical, but you should never
except anything too special from a fighting game story mode. Still had fun playhing through it.
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